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To Whom It May Concern:
 
My name is Caroline Schmidt and I graduated from the University of Alabama in 2012,
receiving a degree in Musical Theatre.  I am writing this letter because I feel the great
need to recommend Seth Panitch, Director of MFA and Undergraduate Acting Programs
at UA, for his promotion to Full Professor.
 
It is always thrilling for me to be able to talk to the incoming freshman about the Theatre
and Dance department at the University.  They anxiously ask me things like, “Who’s your
favorite teacher?” or “What classes should I take?”
 
My answer will always be Seth Panitch and the varied classes he has to offer.  To put it
plainly, Seth is the best teacher I have ever had.  It is incredibly evident that Seth cares
deeply about each and every one of his students. In class, he has a way with students that
makes them excited to be vulnerable and try new things.  He stresses the fact that no actor
is ever perfect and encourages his students to never settle.  Seth believes in his students.
 After living in Manhattan for two years, I can attest that the business is a crazy industry,
but Seth remains a constant in my life and the lives of all his graduates, instilling in us the
iron clad belief that we are capable of achieving anything we want to with hard work and
dedication.  
 
Personally, when I had Seth as a teacher I was excited to go to class each day and learn
from him.  He made me excited about school.  I respect his opinion immensely and have
always appreciated the fact that he is incredibly honest with me when I ask his opinion on
anything.  Students know to register early for Seth’s classes because they fill up so
quickly.  His classes have molded me into the actor I am today.
 
I have had the extreme privilege of working with Seth as a director as well.  Seth has
directed me in three shows, and they were my favorite of my college career.  Seth is a
brilliant director.  He comes into the first rehearsal with an impeccable vision for what the
show is going to be.  He allows his actors to explore their characters and make decisions
on their own.  He is an incredibly hands on director, and isn’t afraid to hop on stage and
explain blocking further to actors.  He is always willing to talk to his students outside of
the rehearsal process.  Seth is extremely accessible to students.  Working with Seth was
truly the highlight of my college career.
 
If all of this wasn’t enough, Seth gave me an opportunity of a lifetime.  A few years ago, I
was able to travel to Cuba with him and 6 other MFA and undergraduate actors.  Working
with Cuban actors was truly one of the best experiences of my life.  They have such
passion for the arts, and seeing them work was truly moving.  Not only did this
opportunity help mold me as an actor, I also grew as a person.  Talking with the Cubans,
getting to know them, and just being around them was unlike anything I have ever
experienced.  I am forever grateful for the opportunity and Seth made it all possible.  
 
Not only does Seth care about his students in the professional sense, he also cares about
them as people.  His door is always open just to talk.  He cares about their well-being and
I always feel like I can go to him with anything.  He’s a great listener and always there to
give advice.  I think that’s something that really sets Seth apart from other teachers.
 



 
With Seth’s guidance I have had no fear in my transition into the real world to become a
professional actor.  Looking back on my first two years in Manhattan I’ve booked work
as an ensemble member in the musical Cabaret at a theatre in Connecticut.  I was a
featured actor in the television season premiere of Redrum, playing the role of Chelsea. I
have filmed a commercial for Subway. When I book work, I immediately call my mom,
my dad, and Seth Panitch.  It is such a joy to share in the excitement of hard work coming
to fruition with a mentor. I’m continuously perfecting my craft with the full support of
Seth Panitch. Seth doesn’t forget about his students when they graduate, he wants to
know what they are doing.  He invests his time in monthly check ins, where we can
celebrate or commiserate about our careers.  I can turn to Seth just as easily now as when
I was at the University.  That’s special. I feel like I can hold my own in this extremely
competitive field, and Seth Panitch is the reason.  
 
I can tell you honestly that if it weren’t for Seth Panitch, I would not be where I am today.
 
 
His classes and training are my “secret weapon” for success here in New York City.  He
has prepared me for the real world in every way, shape, and form.  
 
I strongly encourage you to consider Seth for this promotion.  He has changed the lives of
so many students in the very best ways possible.  Knowing him has surly changed mine.  
   
 
 
 
 
Sincerely,
Caroline Schmidt
985-778-8437
carolinedschmidt@gmail.com


